
SANSKRIT COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTIC TOOLS 
 

(8th August 2019) 
 

A one-day workshop was organized by the Department of Languages, Bhavan's 

Vivekananda College, Sainikpuri Secunderabad in collaboration with Sanskrit 

Academy Osmania University on 8th August 2019 in the MBA Seminar Hall, Room 

no. 208. 

Inaugural Session 
 

The Inaugural program was graced by Air Commodore JLN Sastry, VSM - Vice 

Chairman, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Vice Principal - Mrs. B. Niraimati and 

Workshop Convener - Dr. C Kameswari, Dr. K. Varalakshmi - Deputy Director 

Sanskrit Academy Osmania University and keynote speaker - Dr. Tanuja Ajotikar 

- Co- Director, Department of Sanskrit, IIIT, Hyderabad. 
 

Dr. C. Kameswari welcomed the dignitaries and the participants and briefed them 

about the objective of the workshop. She emphasized that everyday teaching has 

become a challenge for the teacher which in turn increases the need for awareness 

amongst the teachers regarding the advancements in the usage of technical tools. Air 

Commodore JLN Sastry spoke about the significance of Sanskrit language as 

reflected in the Vedas and Epics. He expressed his gratitude to the Sanskrit academy 

for obliging to collaborate with the college to conduct the workshop. Mrs. B. 

Niraimati appreciated the initiative taken by the Department of Languages for 

conducting such a workshop which would enable the teachers and research scholars to 

be aware of the technological aids which would upgrade the teaching methodologies. 

Keynote Address 
 

Dr. Tanuja Ajotikar - Co- Director, Department of Sanskrit, IIIT, Hyderabad spoke 

about the benefits of digitizing and tagging of Sanskrit texts and research work so that 

they can be accessed from any part of the world. The address comprised a powerpoint 

presentation on the computer and googling techniques which can be employed to 

extract information about Sanskrit Puranas, Vedas, Shlokas and their meanings. The 



session focused on the incredible ways in which technology can be used to learn and 

explore Sanskrit language. 

The keynote speaker was felicitated by Air Commodore JLN Sastry, VSM - Vice 

Chairman, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan and Vice Principal - Mrs. B. Niraimati, Bhavan’s 

Vivekananda College, Sainikpuri, Secunderabad. 

Session 1 & 2 
 

The first and second sessions which commenced after the tea break, were conducted 

by Dr. K. Varalakshmi - Deputy Director, Sanskrit Academy, Osmania University. 

The sessions aimed at elucidating various linguistic tools used for processing Sanskrit 

language for morphological analysis, generation and segmentation. Word generators 

which help in identifying and differentiating the various functions of a word, Word 

analyzers which help in understanding the various grammatical aspects of a word, 

Sentence level analyzers which help in analyzing the words in a given sentence based 

on the parts of speech, Sanskrit –Hindi translation and the use of CLT toolkit were 

discussed at length which could be effectively used by Sanskrit teachers and research 

scholars. The session also encompassed the use of Sandhi splitter which shows all 

possible splittings of a given Sanskrit string of characters and Morphological 

generator, which shows the inflectional and some derivational forms of a given noun 

or a verb. 

 

Session 3 & 4 

 

The Technical sessions were conducted by Mr. Sanjeev Panchal, Mr. Sanal Vikram 

and Mr. Malay Maity from the Department of Sanskrit, University of Hyderabad. 

They have complimented Dr. VaraLakshmi’s insights into practical knowledge and 

divided all the participants into 8 groups. The participants were taught to use smart 

phones and modern technology to teach various aspects like Kaarak, Vibhakthi, 

Vaakya Nirmaan Prakriya to the students. 

Valedictory 
 

The workshop concluded by the valedictory session. Dr. C Kameswari, Convener for 

the workshop & Head, Department of Languages appreciated the inputs given by the 

keynote speaker and resource persons and shared her learning experience with the 

audience. 

The workshop was attended by 39 participants which included Dr. Raj Narayan 

Awasthi – Hindi Officer ECIL Hyderabad and Sanskrit teachers, research scholars 

from various reputed colleges like Sanskrit Academy, St. Francis Women’s College, 

St. Ann’s College for women, St. Pious Degree college, Avinash Degree College, 

Bhavan’s Sri Ramakrishna Vidyalaya Sainikpuri, Bhavan’s Sri Aurobindo Junior 

College, SVVVS College, Badruka College, Potti Sri Ramulu Telugu Univeristy, 



Nampally, University Arts & Science College, Kakatiya University Warangal, Andhra 

University Guntur, Vivekananda Government Degree College The workshop was 

enriching and informative for the delegates. 

Dr. Raj Narayan Awasthi – Hindi Officer ECIL Hyderabad, appreciated the insights 

given in the workshop and expressed though, he has knowledge in technical tools, he 

was there to learn more technical aspects which would help him in his future research 

work. He also added such workshops should be conducted for two days to improve 

more technical knowledge and hands-on experience. Dr. Mukta Vani - Vivekananda 

Government Degree College, Hyderabad and Mrs. Sridevi – St. Ann’s College for 

women, Mehdipatnam, Hyderabad emphasized on conducting such workshops for 

two days in future which would provide immense technical knowledge to the 

teachers, so that they can apply that in their regular teaching pedagogies. 

Dr. K. Varalakshmi - Deputy Director Sanskrit Academy Osmania University 

felicitated Mrs. B. Niraimati - Vice-Principal and Workshop Convener - Dr. C 

Kameswari - Head, Department of Languages. Later, Dr. K. Varalakshmi - Deputy 

Director Sanskrit Academy Osmania University was felicitated by Mrs. B. Niraimati - 

Vice-Principal and Workshop Convener - Dr. C Kameswari - Head, Department of 

Languages. The Resource persons and the participants received participation 

certificates by Mrs. B. Niraimati. 

The session concluded with vote of thanks by Mrs. Meena Rani, Asst. Professor in 

Sanskrit and Dr. Y. Suresh, faculty in Sanskrit, Department of Languages chanted the 

Shanti Mantra. 

 

(Dr. C Kameswari) 

Head, Department of Languages. 



 



 



 



A one –day workshop on ‘Teaching Techniques and 

Technology in the Language Classroom’. 

February 8, 2019 

 
A one day workshop on Teaching Techniques And Technology In The Language Classroom 

was organized by Bhavan’s  Vivekananda College , Sainikpuri Kendra, Secunderabad, on 8
th

 

 February 2019. The workshop was organized by the Department of Languages, BVC in 

collaboration with the Internal Quality Assurance Cell. 

The main objective of the workshop was to familiarize the language educators with the latest trends 

in language teaching and to upgrade their pedagogy in the light of Technology and Multimedia. 

Language educators and research scholars from various institutions and colleges attended the 

workshop. 

 

INAUGURAL SESSION 
The inaugural session was attended by Air Cmde J L N Sastry, VSM, Vice Chairman, Bhartiya 

Vidya Bhavan ; Prof Y Ashok, Principal, BVC;  MsNiraimati, Vice Principal,BVC;    and          Dr 

C Kameswari, Head ,Dept of Languages & Convener of the Workshop. 

Dr Santosh Mahapatra, Assistant Professor, Department of Humanities and Social Science, BITS 

Pilani, Hyderabad campus, was invited as the resource person for the workshop. 

The Convener, Dr C Kameswari, outlined the main objectives of the workshop. The Principal, 

Professor Y Ashok welcomed the participants of the workshop. He spoke about the challenges 

faced by language teachers in present times when online  courses are becoming popular among 

students 

 Vice-chairman Air Cmde J.L.N.Sastry spoke about the importance of language and advised the 

educators to teach language with passion and dedication.  

 

SESSION 1 

The resource person Dr. Santosh Mahapatra began with an interactive session asking the 

participants about the various techniques they use in the classrooms. He defined the underlying 

principles that have to be understood before employing any new technique in the class. He showed 

the different creative techniques in which a classroom can be conducted. 

 

    
 

SESSION 2 

It was a technical session conducted in the language lab. The resource person discussed the various 

ways in which language teaching can be made effective by integrating it with technology. He 



showed the various multimedia tools that can be applied to teaching techniques. 

 

 

 
VALEDICTORY  
The Convener of the workshop Dr C Kameswari presented a report on the proceedings of the 

workshop. Certificates were presented to the participants. The programme concluded with a vote of 

thanks.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Workshop on Unicode 

(December 20, 2017) 

Time-10.00am-4.00pm 
 
 
 

The Department of Languages of Bhavan’sVivekanandaCollege,Sainikpuri 

,Secunderabad , had organised a workshop on UNICODE on Dec20,2017. 
 

Prof Shubhada Vanjape, Head Dept of Hindi, Osmania University, graced the 

occasion as the chief guest. Dr B, Balaji, Assistant Manager, Midhani, Ministry of 

Defence,Govt. of India, Kanchan Bagh, Hyderabad was invited as the resource 

person for the one day workshop. He gave insight into the utility and working of 

Unicode, a modern computer coding system which enables people to use computer 

system in various scripts and languages.This workshop was designed mainly for the 

faculty and students to familiarise with Unicode that will enable them to work with all 

the features like MS-Word in  the various Indian languages and scripts. 

The program started with the Inaugural session. Dr C. Kameswari, Head , Dept of 

languages gave the welcome address. Many college teachers , writers and 

professionals associated with publication attended the workshop.There was an 

overwhelming response from students also  at the workshop. 

Dr B,Balaji addressed a lecture session on Unicode followed by a Technical session. 
 

Mrs B Niraimathi Vice Principal, Bhavan’sVivekananda College also graced the 

dias and spoke on the occasion. 

The program concluded with the Valedictory function where participants were given 

certificates . The workshop was a good learning experience for all. 



 
 

 



 


